
Unit 5 Lesson 18: Volume and Graphing
1 Parade Balloon: Part 1 (Warm up)
Student Task Statement

A company makes giant balloons for parades. They’re designing a balloon that will be a dilated
version of a drum similar to the one in the image. The real-life drum’s diameter is 36 inches and it’s
1 foot wide.

1. What’s the approximate volume of the real-life drum in cubic feet? Round to the nearest
hundredth.

2. Suppose the drum is dilated by scale factor . Write an equation that gives the volume, , of
the dilated drum.

3. What are some reasons the actual drum volume might be different from what you calculated?



2 Parade Balloon: Part 2
Student Task Statement

A company makes giant balloons for parades. They’re designing a balloon that will be a dilated
version of a drum with diameter 36 inches and height 1 foot. The balloon will be inflated with a gas
called helium. The balloon designers want to be able to find the scale factor they can achieve with
different volumes of helium.

In an earlier activity, you found the volume of the original drum, and you wrote an equation to
describe the volume, , of a version of the drum that had been dilated by a factor of .

1. Rearrange your equation to solve for .

2. Use graphing technology to graph your rearranged equation. Set the viewing window to show
a maximum of about 15,000 cubic feet on the -axis.

3. The point is on the graph. What does this point mean?

4. One tank of helium contains enough gas to fill 500 cubic feet of space. Suppose the company
can afford 12 tanks.

a. What scale factor can they use?

b. What will the diameter of the balloon be?

5. The company received a donation that will double the number of helium tanks they can afford.
How will this change the diameter of the balloon they can create?

6. The company learned that the parade route has size restrictions. The balloon can be no more
than 15 feet in diameter.

a. What scale factor would they need to get this diameter?

b. What would the volume of the balloon be in this case?

c. How many helium tanks would be required?



3 Beach Ball Balloon
Student Task Statement

The parade balloon company will make a second balloon in the shape of a beach ball that has
radius 1.5 feet. The volume of the original beach ball is about 14.14 cubic feet.

1. Explain why the equation gives the scale factor needed to achieve a dilated

volume of .

2. Two equations are graphed that show the relationship between volume and scale factor for

the drum and the beach ball: and . Use a ruler to draw a horizontal line

on the graph at .

What do points on this line represent?



3. The company wants the two balloons to have the same scale factor. If the scale factor is 5, how
much helium will they use in total?

4. Suppose the company purchases a total of 12,000 cubic feet of helium.
a. About what scale factor should they use if they want to use all their helium and have the

same scale factor for each balloon?

b. What will be the approximate radius of the scaled beach ball in this case?
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